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Response to the Challenge Partners Hub letter regarding EHCP 
 

Bedfordshire  
Thank you for including us in your recent email. I have circulated the document to my SLT, 
Administrative Team and Governors. 
 
We agree fully with the covering letter, signed by the Challenge Partners group you 
attached. We have grave concerns about the EHCP as a whole and the administration and 
meeting time involved. We take pupils from three different Local Authorities. We also 
hold concerns over difference in the way in which the LA's see these documents. For 
example Luton Borough Council arrange and process all documentation and Chair all 
meetings. Central Bedfordshire, from which we have 118 pupils, leave the whole process 
and documentation system to education. I have yet to have a member from Health attend a 
full meeting and the when reports are available they seem, more than ever now, to be highly 
dependent on 'copy and paste'  
 
I welcome the Challenge Partners approach and would willingly add my name and that of 
our Academy to the letter you attached.  

 
Bristol  
I have just read the letter you have circulated and feel at one with the contents. The new 
EHCP procedures are taking an inordinate amount of time and resources.  
 
I would be most interested to hear the response to the letter sent to Edward Timpson MP. 

 
Cheshire East 
Yes the letter echoes our experience as a special school in Cheshire East.  
 
Many of the plans have taken over a year to write following the conversion reviews. The 
plan is then dated as when written so is already out of date when we get it. It is also out of 
date with the next required annual review. Because the plan is produced so far after the 
review date it ceases to be a plan and becomes similar to a Statement.  
 
The LEA does not send any representative to the reviews of any pupil below year 9 so the 
onus is on the school to complete all the paperwork and amend the Plan-which because they 
are out of date need amending. It is far more labour intensive for the school now. As a Head 
I also find myself dealing with parent questions, concerns and complaints about the delays in 
receiving the written plan over which I have no control. After year 9 the SYSO attends but 
she is not interested in planning-she just trots out the LEA line which is its mainstream 
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college or social care package. If any parent dares to suggest they want ISP they are given 
reasons why their son/daughter won’t meet the criteria set by LEA. Our school Governor 
have written to Mr Timpson about this as his constituency sits within the same LEA as my 
school. We did not receive a positive response.  
 
The difficulty for parents is that EHCP was marketed as a 0-25 plan in which they would have 
a say in their child’s future. The reality is that they do not have any more say than before 
2014 because the introduction of the plans have been accompanied by a reduction in 
funding at worst or in no increase in funding at best. Parents find it difficult to realise that 
their son/daughter will only have a plan as long as they are in education but that they have 
limited influence over whether they do remain in education. Certainly in my school I have 4 
leavers this year who have been offered social care packages because they cannot attend 
mainstream college and have been refused places at the IS college of their choice.  
 
Social workers are noticeable by their absence to all reviews and EHCP conversions. From 
health I may get a SALT, physio or school nurse present but that is about it. There is no joint 
health planning for pupils even those with complex health difficulties such as those who are 
oxygen dependent. The view seems to be that the pupil is in a special school therefore it is 
an education matter. There is no joint to interagency planning at all. I think this is due to the 
fact that the LA’s have overall responsibility and in that there is no difference from the 
Statements. To be fair to the lea’s the reduction in funding which has resulted in staff 
reductions means that the SEN Teams do not have the capacity to have multiagency 
meetings.  

 
Cornwall  
Hear hear! This is exactly our experience of the process - it is only on a rare occurrence we 
get ANY representation or input into the transfer review from statement to EHCP from social 
care or health - this is added afterwards by the EHCP writers at county.  
 
Terrible process and poor attendance with a minimum 12 page document to be discussed 
and reviewed. I know however, this is being looked at by the LA and they have listened to 
our concerns so not sure what changes will be happening.  
 
All services at capacity and therefore do not have the manpower to attend meetings - 
reports/contributions are requested but very few come back in time for the meeting.  
 

Coventry  
The issues identified are very familiar!  
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I think it is important to stress the disillusionment experienced by school staff and 
parents when transition meetings and reviews are largely education dominated, reports 
from Health and Social Care are sparse and draft plans are of very inconsistent quality.  
 
Reviews are always organised and chaired by education, even when the student receives a 
significant Social Care package or Continuing Care funding from Health.  
 
There exists considerable confusion within the LA over what constitutes an effective 
outcome and who has responsibility to progress that outcome. 
 
How can the process be improved? 
 
Secure genuine commitment and involvement from partner agencies.  

Provide high quality training for LA officers who are tasked with writing the plans. 

Croydon  
Our school is a primary school for children with SLD and ASD, one of six special schools in 
Croydon.  
 
I totally agree with the issues made in the letter, except we do have reports from OTs and 
SaLTs, however these are extremely lengthy, repeating a lot of the content of the Education 
report and using terminology many parents do not understand.  
 
The annual review meeting itself has become a bureaucratic exercise; going through pages 
which aren't relevant to some parents, and if not well managed could take away the focus 
on discussing children's progress and achievement with parents. I feel we are talking at 
parents rather than having valuable discussion.  
 
Reception children came into school with EHCPs this year and have been set unrealistic 
outcomes for children with SLD. We are then having to explain why they haven't made the 
progress parents we were led to believe they would. Not an easy discussion when you're 
trying to help parents come to terms with their child's needs and level of learning difficulty 
and focus on what they CAN DO.  
 
Parents have been misled to believe through this process they will get more services but 
clearly they won't as they aren't available. 
  
Hope comments have been useful. You may get comments from other Croydon schools. 
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Cumbria  
I would agree with all the points raised and would add the following from a Cumbrian 
perspective; 
 

 Health pay at best cursory attention to the plans and attendant time scales 

 Health targets are rarely incorporated 

 The vast majority of EHCP's are not completed in the correct time-scales, worryingly 
School leavers are amongst this group meaning transition is a at best problematic 

 Reviews in this County with amendments have never been completed within 
statutory time-scales - we have held 2 reviews for EYFS pupils without receiving the 
initial completed plan 

 We are into double figures for the different people chairing conversions, some have 
received no training  

 There is little consistency in the style, nature, breadth, language or content in the 
EHCP's - this is distinct from the need for the plans to be individual and person 
focussed  

 The LA has no plans to review the EHCP process or moderate targets either with 
families or professionals 

 Speaking with colleagues from out of County there is huge variation in the financial 
resourcing given by different LAs for Schools to meet the needs of pupils with similar 
needs. 

 
In terms of meeting both the shortfalls listed above and those contained with your attached 
letter, I would suggest the following 

 An acceleration of the new Ofsted inspections for SENS for LA's 

 National and Local compulsory moderation of EHCP's  

 National and Local compulsory review of EHCP process thus far 

 National Funding formula to to include a view on EHCP funding including Health input 
into Schools 

 A clear path for Schools (not families) to appeal when funding does not meet 
the strategies to achieve targets from the LA - often targets may be appropriate but 
we cannot hope to meet them with the funding attached 

 Requirements for those writing EHCPs to have clear knowledge, experience and 
qualifications related to pupils with SEN 

 Health / Social Care to have clear direction on their responsibility to EHCP's 

I would echo strongly the sentiments of the letter attached to your e-mail and fear EHCPS 
are becoming Education Plans and not living up to either the spirit or statutory requirements 
of the plans. 
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Derby  
The letter reflects exactly the problems I am experiencing in Derby City.  
 
Health and Social Care do not appear to be contributing reports or assessments or funding to 
the EHCP package for the individuals.  Social Care paperwork and meetings for LAC, CIN, TAF, 
etc., are in addition to conversion work on EHCPs and Annual Reviews. The EHCP idea seems 
so forward thinking but until all parties are signed up to one system the outcomes will not be 
as ambitious as first appeared.  Turning a tanker is always a slow process, but we need to 
start. 
 
I am using school time and resources to get conversions done and being hassled by the 
Authority to get them finished to their timetable but no offer of support of contribution of 
funding. 
 
Further, the format of the EHCPs has been changed several times and this slows down the 
process. Then the cohorts for completion and completion dates change too.  It adds to the 
frustration of finding our plan for ensuring all students' statements are converted by the 
time they reach the end of their current Key Stage (2017). The threat of a £1000 fine for late 
conversions doesn't help the Authority to keep calm. 
 
From my point of view, I would like a final deadline, e.g. by July 2017 all current statements 
to be converted EHCPs. With final EHCPs being signed by the end of 2017. A thank you rather 
than pressure from the Authority wouldn't go amiss. I would also hope that Social Care and 
Health can be brought on-board over the next couple of years and gradually the EHCPs will 
be amended and become more than  Education Plans. 

 
Essex 
Our experiences are similar, although we are a residential school we have had very few 
reviews where both education and social care are present, indeed sometimes neither, health 
are even more rarely represented, occasionally a community nurse will attend. We are 
chased to meet time scales but final EHCPs are very slow to emerge once transfer reviews 
are completed, parents are often not aware of the process the local authority has not 
contacted them. We work with several different authorities and they all have different 
paperwork and a different way to proceed. We also are beginning to get referrals for 
students who have EHCPs and they are much less informative than the old statement 
process, the lack of levels for academic ability make it difficult to assess if we can meet 
needs, the lack of information generally make it difficult for an independent special school to 
look at the paperwork and estimate can we meet this child’s needs, also parents request we 
are named on EHCPs we cannot agree to this unless we complete admissions first but the 
time scales do not allow for this. 
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So we agree what seemed like a good idea isn’t! 
 

Essex  
I admire all that you do. 
I am currently Chair of ESSET (Essex Special School Trust) with 19 schools representing all of 
Essex. 
I have written to ministers and had rubbish answers! I will send hard copies as evidence in 
case you have more luck. To be honest I gave up! 
EHC is a plan without HC! 
 

Essex 
Thank you for this. I absolutely agree with all the points raised. The resource implications for 
facilitating and supporting the EHC process in any meaningful way are huge for school. There 
is very little partnership work with other agencies and I have particular concerns about the 
role of social care. 

 
Halton  
This is certainly very similar to our concerns in Halton.  I wholeheartedly agree with the 
points made in the letter.  We have had EHCPs that have targets that are worryingly 
unattainable e.g. a young man with a hearing impairment who would be able to hear by the 
end of KS3 and a young man with severe learning difficulties who can't yet count to 5 who 
would be able to answer ANY maths question by the end of KS3!    These are written by 
people who have no educational background going from notes that have been passed onto 
them.  The assessment officers in our authority were I believe recruited internally as there 
were redundancies in the local authority so they offered those people the opportunity to 
apply for the roles. My personal opinion is that they should have seconded experienced 
SENCOs to these roles in the first instance and trained others up over time. 
  
I agree that the majority of the EHCPs we see are very heavily biased to education no matter 
the needs of the child.   The other services have very few targets, compared to education 
who have a minimum of 10.  Issues external to education take up a lot of time in the 
meetings but this is not reflected in the paperwork and targets set.  This is similar to CAFs 
though in that most of the issues are not education but we are increasingly expected to lead 
the meetings when they are generally social and health issues that create the need for a CAF 
- this is for mainstream colleagues as well as special - in fact we were discussing this at our 
local secondary heads meeting yesterday.    
 

Hampshire  
That reflects our position well 
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Jersey  
Hello, I am very interested in this topic although I wonder if the email was sent to me by 
mistake.  I am a Jersey Headteacher responsible for the islands SEND Primary School and the 
SEND secondary school.  We are not part of the UK but we follow some of the same 
legislation.  We do not have EHC’s but I have received a number of children from the UK with 
them.  We do not have statements either but we do have Record of Need (RON’s) I was 
previously a Headteacher of an SLD school in UK so I was familiar with Statements 
 
I have found that the EHC’s (I have only seen a limited number but from a variety of LA‘s) 
seem to focus more on a medical model and the education element appears to get lost.  I 
have also struggled at times to gauge a meaningful attainment / cognition level; as a result 
we have grossly under estimated or overestimated because of the language used which 
often could apply to any child.  
 
I cannot recommend the RONs to you either, as some of the issues you have listed we also 
have (plus a few others)  
 
Please could you continue to include me in any further correspondence, and if a working 
group is established I would be keen to participate (or even host if you fancied the idea of an 
away day to Jersey) 

 
Kent  
As the lead administrator on the EHCP transfers at my school I was forwarded this email. 
 
Whilst I agree that the processes are onerous I wonder if there was any mention in the 
meeting as to how schools feel about the review process once an EHCP is in place? 
 
We have found that (although there is very little multi agency input still) that the ability to 
be able to pre-populate documents before reviews themselves is making the annual review 
process much smoother. 
 
We are a non-maintained SEN school so every student has either an old style SSEN that 
needs converting or (the newer students have) EHCP’s. We work with 15 different local 
authorities so have had to come to grips with 15 different EHCP formats. 
 
In an ideal world any reform would involve one central template that is used across all 
schools making reviews a far simpler process, especially when a student moves local 
authority. 
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Kent were extremely helpful when the process first started but have made amendments to 
their format so often and without warning that we feel we’re left alone with the whole 
project. 
 
We are fortunate enough to be in a position to contact the parents ourselves and point them 
in the direction of independent support, without our inclusion parents wouldn’t know that 
there is help on offer. 
 
I would be extremely interested to see any other reports that come out of this. 
 
Thank you in advance. 

 
London  
I would like to say I am very pleased to see your response as I whole heartedly agree that 
there are major concerns with the new process and that a review is needed.  
 
Some of my concerns in addition to those you have already outlined are as follows: 

 There is great variability in information and support available around the country 
regarding the new reforms – something this new reform was meant to improve 

 I see very few occasions where schools are supported by health and social care at 
EHCP meetings. Education takes the lead and supports the whole process 

 I have only met one parent who has a personal budget- there seems a real lack of 
consistency and information about how personal budgets work 

 Some families are expected to initiate and lead on the process of setting up EHCPs or 
support the review process. This is especially the case for children who are out of 
school due to medical reasons and are receiving home tuition  

 There are some occasions where children who were at a school before admission to 
hospital have now been told they are no longer able to return to the school as their 
needs have change and schools are providing many obstacles to their successful 
transition back to home school 

 Children with medical needs are not always able to access assessment and / or 
consideration for assessment for an EHCP as they are told they must wait until they 
return to school. This means that there are children and young people who may not 
have the right support from home tuition or the delay in starting assessment can 
mean they do not get the support they need when back in home school for a much 
longer period than should be the case. 

 Young people who are post 16 are also not getting the support they should. 
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The one positive has been the role of the Independent Supporters. All families who have 
worked with this service have been impressed and felt well supported. This seems essential 
and must continue beyond the period they have allocated. I understand this may be under 
consideration and would urge that this be supported. 
 

Merton  
This is absolutely our experience too. 

 
North Somerset  
I fully support your letter to Edward Timpson and confirm that we have similar issues in 
North Somerset.  
 
We are already seeking a review.  
 
An additional concern for us is the quality of the EHC plans once they are issued....in our 
local authority, they are not outcomes led....but appear to repeat information which was in 
the provision section of the statement.   

Thank you for sharing your work in this area, we need to ensure that the voice of 
Headteachers is heard.  

Northumberland  
Thank you for sharing this letter with me.  I have circulated it to fellow Northumberland 
special school Heads and we are discussing also producing a letter.  Our experiences are 
similar to colleagues in London.  
 

Rochdale 
Thanks for the information sent. The points raised within it certainly reflect some of our 
experience in Rochdale.   
 
Key individuals from other agencies have contributed high quality involvement but this is 
patchy at best. 
 
In a slight contrast the point noted, Transfer Reviews in Rochdale have been written in and 
by each of the 3 special schools via grant funding for 1 year (£33,000). Each school used this 
differently.  Here at Newlands we used the funding to develop sustainable Pupil Voice and 
Family Voice within the Plans, working directly with Family Action and SENDIASS.  Other 
special schools used the funding to employ specific staff to write the Plans. We too have had 
the experience of some (but not all) Plans being edited by SEN Officers and some (but not 
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all) Plans contained recommendations from other documents, without the necessary 
understanding of the provision needed to deliver them.  
 
I hope this helps and would be interested in any further discussion around how we make this 
process work for our pupils, families and schools. 
 

Skipton 
This is a timely email as our LA (North Yorkshire County Council) are carrying out a similar 
exercise currently. 
 
I am the School Business Manager of a small special school but, in all honesty, EHCP's are the 
vast majority of my work which has brought with it the need to buy in additional admin 
support - so again more cost. 
 
We totally agree with the contents of the letter.  We too have expressed our views that it is 
the school (Education) that are taking responsibility and are being held accountable for 
health and social care input and, from an admin point of view, we are cutting and pasting 
information into the EHCP forms from other services which may arrive in school but not in 
the right format or on the right forms (despite sending the latest version of the EHCP forms 
out to them).  Why is it down to education to do this and not those 'at the top' who are 
responsible for the introduction and progression of EHCP's?   We do find that other agencies 
do not have the same approach or conscience about EHCP's and the requirement for their 
input. 
 
Generally we allow  an hour and a half per student but some reviews can take all morning or 
all afternoon depending on parental and agency input - the class teacher is present during 
this time and therefore isn't in class which brings with it cover costs. 
 
We, like our LA, think that there needs to be an urgent review of this labour and cost 
intensive process. 
 

Suffolk  
This is certainly our experience. We feel that the granting of an EHC plan is frequently linked 
to cost and students are being denied them if they are not deemed to have made the 
relevant progress. This, in our mind, is contrary to the moral intent of the plans and is 
devastating for very slow and delayed learners. 
 

Sunderland  
I feel that our experience of the process certainly reflects the views expressed in the letter 
(apart from the transport concern). 
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Surrey  
As a school we fully agree with all the points raised in this letter and would be more than 
happy if you would like to name our school in support. The process is unsatisfactory for 
pupils, parents and school plus working across different LAs adds to the complications and 
confusions. 
 

Swindon 
My experiences in Swindon are very much as outlined in the letter.  In my experience no 
conversions have taken place that have informed by new reports.   The outcomes are being 
written by schools based on their current assessments of the pupils. 
 
I think the only way to ensure better outcomes is to insist that all conversions are written 
using new reports from professionals or we stop conversions and just issues EHCP to 
children entering the system. 
 
More training needs to be put in place to help Local Authorities in writing outcomes and 
ensuring the number of outcomes are manageable by the schools and settings.  
 

Trafford  
I think I can agree with every issue that has been pointed out.  An addition in Trafford is that 
now the LA are stating that SEN Officers will be facilitating the transition and annual 
reviews.  Referring back to the point made about the writing of plans, this is a ludicrous idea 
and we are fighting this within our academy.  The new EHCP lead for Trafford has yet met 
with me to clarify her vision for driving the reforms forward. 
 
The focus of the plan in Trafford is around education.  Health and social care professionals 
do not have the time to attend the reviews and consequently there has been no significant 
change in the integration of education with health and social care. 
 

Warrington  
I am in total agreement with the points in the letter.  Health and Social Care have had a 
minimal contribution to our EHC plans – not because they have been invited to but because 
they have their own capacity issues.  The idea was a sound one but we seem to have been 
caught up in the impracticalities of the process.  I will have convened three EHC meetings 
with parents today at roughly an hour apiece.  It will take me at least an hour to write the 
AR4 up.  If you time this by 150 pupils is doesn’t leave much time for the day job! 
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West Midlands  
Thank you for the letter, after reading it through I feel it would be appropriate to put our 
name on the senders too.  
 
We have had a good team help us with our plans but there is little significant input from 
either Health or Care.  We have had to buy in Educational Psychology to give us some insight 
but feel that this and speech and language would be better coming from the Health side. 
 
I feel that many of the pressing issues we highlight as a school are then worded in such a 
way that they are watered down so the authority can get away without doing anything 
further. I understand that these are legal documents and the entitlement can be enforced 
but to water down concerns so that they can be ignored due to budget constraints is not 
helpful to the students and will not help the students to progress when they leave us in year 
11. 


